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Abstract
In some circumstances

it is desired to mount an antenna

and drive it with a single ended source.

For an observer

ground

considerations

plane lies, one can use symmetry

results.

Considering

contour

clear

configuration.

time)

the radiation
the fields

of a transient

are precisely

This and other considerations

puke,

on the reference
(partial

symmetry)

for a time window

1/2 the fields
influence

on a finit~size

for the antenna

ground plane

plane (infinite)

on which the

to analyze
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and simplify

the

of width fg (ground-planeplus image,

the choice of ground-plane

antenna performance.

1

(truncated)

a symmetrical

size and shape for best
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Introduction

In some applications
plane which is separated
tions concerns
antenm,

to mount an antenna

from other nearby scatterers

the matching

the truncated

it is desirable

of singkended

(e.g., the earth surface).

sources produang

impulse radiating

antenna (IIW

with lens) [4, 6, 8]. The alternate to this approach is a differential
or a single ended

extremely

source

matched

to a differential

high powers and extreme bandwidth

Figure 1.1 illustrates
which we term the reference
the linear dimensions

transient

ground plane being the “ground” or reference

of interest are the half reflector

antenna,

on a finite-size

the truncated
plane.

of the antema.

ground

m

One class of such applica-

waveforms

potential

to a single-ended

for the source.

Examples

[5, 71 and the half lens IRA (TEM horn
source driving a differential

antenna

(symmetric)

via a balun, a difficult

task for

pulses.

ground plane which is taken to lie on the (x, z) plane (y= O)

Note that the truncated

ground plane is assumed

For the antenna in transmission,

the observer

reference plane at some distance away from the truncated ground plane.
then taken as parallel to the reference

or truncated

to be larger than

is taken to be on the

The direction to the observer is

plane, i.e.,

io. iy=o

(1.1)
a

Similarly

in reception

the reference

the incoming

plane wave is assumed

plane (with the electric field polarized in they

to have the direction
direction)

parallel to

so that

ii.7’y=0

This special case will allow the introduction

of incidence

(1.2)

of symmetry considerations[11,

12]
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Fig. 1.1 Antenna on Truncated Ground Plane
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2.

Antenna Viewed in Reception

with Incidence Parallel to Reference

Plane

Consider an incoming plane wave of the form
++
~(inc)
E
(-?’Jf) = EO 7’Y f f-+
~(inc)
(?Jt)
H

= ~

[1
~(inc)
(7’, t)
x E

ii

(2.1)

1

c = [~

Eo]–a

= speed of light

1

~=m~=

[1
&o

As a gedankenexperiment
truncated

first remove the antenna so that the only thing to interact with this wave is the

ground plane, assumed

propagates

perfectly conducting

with zero thickness.

In this case the above wave

over and past the truncated ground plane as though it were not there (no scattering).

Second, introduce
to produce
Initially

wave impedance

scattered

the antenna on top of the ground plane.

fields as well as a signal (voltage/current

the antenna behaves

some time for the scattered

This interacts
time function)

with the inadent
at the antenna

as though the ground plane were infinite (not truncated)
wave to propagate

tour) and return to the antenna as illustrated

because

wave
port(s).
it takes

to the edge of the ground plane (the ground-plane

in fig. 2.1. Furthermore

the return scattering

con-

from the con-

tour is not in general to the nearest part of the antenna, but rather by the shortest path to the antenna port
where the signal, including this scattering,

is measured.

In fig. 2.1, the two scattering

paths are shown the

same, each with length dg /2 from which we define

L+.

ground-plane

Note that this scattering

(2.2)

clear time

path need not be parallel to (just akwe

the surface of) the ground plane, but can

include paths to/from elevated portions of the antenna.

-)

In fig. 2.1, the direction of incidence

has been chown as - 1 ~, a special case of interest in that the

(y, z) plane (x = O) can be chosen as a symmetry
which the inadent

plane for the antenna and truncated

and scattered fields are purely symmetric

as defined by [9, 11]

ground plane, about
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Fig. 2.1 Ground-Plane

Clear Time in Reception (Simple Case).
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{(1), (Rx)}= dk!cticmsymmarygrcmp

Rx=

~

= ix

ix

+ 7Y 7 y + 7Z ;Z

= identity (representation

of (1))

+)

~~=1

*

-2

ix

-)+)

ix

reflection dyadic (representation

*

E(Rx

. ?,f)

=

++
RX . E(r,

. ?,t)

=

–Rx

++)

4+

H(RX

Such a symmetrical
which is polarized

antenna (including

t)

4+
. H(r,

f)

antenna then produces an electric field in transmission
parallel to this plane.

The time-domain

reaprocity

In the far field for 10

= 72

on the symmetry

the polarization

theorem [3] relates the transmission

into the antenna the same as the inadent-field

only applies to observers

on the reference

above the reference

of the

with incident elec-

plane will see a diffraction

that m a ckar fi”me

This means in transmission

contou7 (truncation).

plane with 10

very soon after the first signal from the antenna.

is then Ty.

far field times some constants (for driving waveform

waveform).

fg the fir fieZd is not inji’utmced by the ground-plane

(x = O) plane

and reception properties

truncated ground plane), the reception (effective height convolved

tric field) being the time integral of the transmitted

elevations

(2.3)

of ( Rx))

as restricted

This remarkable
in (1.1).

from the truncation

result of course

Observers

at significant

contour at a retarded

Below the ground plane this diffraction

time

will be simulta-

neous with the first signal
The above
waveform.

result can also be applied,

For example,

field on boresight

a reflector

IRA has a prepulse

[10]. The comparatively

width and thereby be influenced
the width of the impulsive

by superposition,

low-level,

to the various

before the main impulsive

long-pulse-width

by ground-plane-contour

constituent

diffraction

parts of a

part seen in the far

prepulse may exceed
(on the reference plane).

fg in pulse
However,

part can easily be much less than fg in the far field, and thereby not be altered

in shape by the ground plane contour, again on the reference plane.
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3.

Antenna Viewed in Transmission

with Observer on Reference Plane:

Partial Symmetry

a
Now let us consider

the antenna in transmission

add the image of the antenna
through the reference

above the ground plane as an identical

(y= O) plane.

much more generally.

and apply symmetry

concepts.

AS in fig. 3.1,

one except for reflection

Here the example antenna is a half IRA, but the argument

(~y )
applies

The antenna with truncated ground plane need not even be symmetrical

with respect to they=

(xx)

Oplane.

The image antenna is driven like the origiml

antenm,

except that we have two choices of sign.

We can drive with the same sign (+ for common mode in the figure)

produang

a symmetric

field ~sy

with respect to the reference plane (using (RY ) in (2.3)). Driving with the opposite sign (– for differential
+
mode in the figure) produces an antisymmetic
field E m with respect to the reference plane (using
-(~y

) in (23)).

The resulting field is

w,t)

&@,f) + Fa(?,f)

= ;
[

On the reference

(3.1)

1

plane away from the truncated ground plane the symmetric

electric field has no y com-

ponent giving
9
iy

.

;(?, f) = Ey(?,

t) = ;17Y.

+
E&’,f)

(3.2)

noting that ~m includes both the antenna and its image.
the two configurations
summed,

there is a voltage

The factor of 1/2 accounts

V each time on the antenm,

the sum of the voltages on the image antenna being zero.

cated ground plane are symmetric

( Rx)

with respect to the y .0

giving 2V

for the fact that in

when the results are

If in addition the antenna and trunplane there is no x component

of the

electric field at an observer on this plane. The two planes intersect on the z axis where (3.2) is augnwnted
by

Ex(~,t)

= O

so that the only transverse

(3.3)

(to z) field on the z axis is polarized

off rapidly, not appearing in the far field on the z axis.
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So symmetry
for a time window

considerations
of width

absence of the image antenna.

tg.

(reflection)
However,

involving

the antenna image are an accurate procedure

strictly speaking,

this sprnetry

does not exist due to the

This is an example of “partial symmetry” discussed in [12].

This simple factor of 1 /2 has limitations.

After tAe field from the antenna propagates

around the

truncated ground plane and reaches some point on the image antenna, the field does not scatter from the
image antenna which is in fact not present.
gate around

the truncated

Similarly

there is no field from the image antenna to propa-

ground plane and scatter from the antenna.

occur is tg (as in fig. 2.1) since propagation

Hence the above results are valid (exact) up to a time fg

after the initial signal reaches

the observer

stituent parts of the waveform

(e.g., prepulse, impulse, etc.)

power supplies,
ground plane.

support structures,
However,

(on the reference

equipment

This also applies

to various con-

ground

plane (pulsers,

etc.). Such things can also scatter fields from the antenna above the

the effect of this at an observer on the reference plane is only seen at some time

is sufficiently

governed by the image as before.
will eventually

plane).

what else might be below the truncated

tg after the initial signal, where fg is now generalized
ground-plane

the time for this to

paths above and below the truncated ground plane involving

the image antenna are the same (symmetry).

At this point let us consider

However,

removed

However,

to include this additional
from the ground

as this equipment

be reduced.

9

plane

approaches

scattering.

contour,

then

the ground-plane

If the belowtg will be
contour,

fg

:

4.

Considerations

Concerning

i

Size and Shape of Truncated Ground Plane
m

As we have seen, for observers
plane truncation

effect of the ground

(other than the factor of 1/2 in the field) for a clear time tg. A this is based on a transit

time from the antenm
increase

on the reference plane there is no immediate

to its image or other scatterers

fg by extending

the ground-plane

below the ground

plane, one consideration

contour (i.e., making the ground plane larger).

is to

However, one

cannot, in general, continue this to fill the reference plane. There is some limit on practical ground-plane
sizes.

Previous

considerations

consider the magnitude

have been limited to the magnitude

is reduced by the distance.
the high-frequency

focusing this diffraction

One can also

of the effect of the scattering after the time tg. As one extends the ground plane

contour away from the antenna and equipment

mize

of tg as a clear time.

Furthermore,
diffraction

below the ground plane, the scattering

by judicious shaping of the ground-plane

to important

positions on the antenna.

returning

to these

contour one can mini-

In particular

one can avoid

at certain positions on the antenna.

From a low-frequency

point of view one can consider the transmitting

by electric and/or magnetic dipole moments.

(The reflector IRA, for example,

antenna

as characterized

can have both [2].) A rele-

vant question concerns how close these moments are to 1/2 those for the antenna plus image (differential
mode for addition with 2V excitation).
With no (or negligible)
in all directions

ground-plane

of the input impedances.

structures attached below the ground plane, as one makes the ground plane larger

on the reference

one should make the ground
geometries.

One can also make a similar comparison

plane this ideal factor of 1/2 is asymptotically

plane can be estimated

From an impedance

based on calculations

point of view, some calculations

width for a parallel-plate

transmission

approached.

How large

for appropriate

canonical

have been performed

line which is also appropriate

10

concerning

for a lens IRA [1, 6, 8].
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5.

Concluding

Remarks

This is another example of how symmetry concepts can be used to simplify a problem at least in
some respects.

For a limited

amount

of time (partial symmetry)

the unsymmetrical

geometry (antenna on ground plane) behaves as though it were symmetrical,
reference plane.

This leaves the ground-plane

size and shape for future optimization.

11

electromagnetic

at least for observers

on the

)
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